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around the depot....
The concrete footings for the depot rebuilding
have been completed down the eastern side, across the front
and halfway down the centre of the existing structure. The
toilet block will have to be moved so this work can be completed and to this end a new concrete floor has been laid
down between the substation and the storage yard. Bob Cowing has been cracking the whip on this work.
N 728's GE 90 (No. 1 end motor, in case you're
wondering) has been completely overhauled, reassembled and
tested. It now only requires the bearings to be remetalled
to have this job completed. In the interim, 7 2 8 was taken
for a "one motor only" trial run and was found to operate
quite successfully up the hill from the South terminus.
Consequently, the car has been passed for limited service
and it recommenced passenger carrying duties on 7th July.
During the car's enforced sojourn in the depot, the oppor-

The external walls of the mealroom and workshop on 28th
April, shortly before the framework was sheeted with iron.
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tunity was taken to replace the standard trolleybase with
the self retrieving base formerly fitted to F 393.
Bill Parkinson has completed overhauling our
spare GE 247A motor in preparation for giving P 1^97 the
"complete treatment" while it is being repainted.
Peter Macdonald and Phil Parker are still slogging away at 180. Some five colour schemes, going back to
the original chocolate with gold lining, have been found
on the side panels. Blue,green and yellow have been found
above the windows but we are still not certain which of the
lower panel colours goes with these. One lower side panel
has been removed and Peter, with the able assistance of a
workmate, Ray Murphy, has had the rust cut away and a new
piece of plate welded in. The fibreglass has been purchased
ready for an early start on recovering the roof.
We have recently had the pleasure of meeting two
visitors from the U.S.A.j Ken Latham from Virginia who was
on R & R from Vietnam, and Hugh Williams of Chicago, a member of the Illinois Railway Museum on leave from the U.S.
Navy in the Philippines.
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72...a Newcomer from Brisbane,
At 8 am on 24th June an Oshkosh tractor with a
lowbed trailer moved out the rear gate of the Brisbane City
Council's Tramway Workshops at Milton, turned into Coronation Drive and began a 642 mile journey to Sydney. Chained
to the lowloader was an altered but still recognisable open
tramcar sporting fully enclosed green painted cabs, the remainder being grey with red lining. Former single truck
advertising car number Jl was moving through the streets of
Brisbane for the last time
The Museum first applied for car 71 together with
a number of other cars early in 1967 but this application
was unsuccessful. Two of the cars requested (47 and 231)
were to be retained by the BCC Transport Department and the
remainder, including 71> were still required for traffic
and would not become surplus for quite some time.
Bob Merchant and Brian Muston, on their annual
vacation in Brisbane, called into the Workshops a few days
after Easter to enquire into the availability of spare
parts for the Museum and were surprised to learn that instructions for the scrapping of 71 had been issued a few days
earlier. After making their enquiries, the matter of 71

On advertising duties in Queen Street , 71 is running from
South Brisbane Station to the Valley in September, 1966,
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